QUARANTINE DESIGNS & PANDEMIC TIMES
A COLORING BOOK BY COMPANY INQ™
What is important to you when times become uncertain? For artists of all trades, it is to maintain their creative energy and inspire others to do the same.

We’ve gathered and connected with many of today’s top graffiti writers, street artists, tattooists, barbers, and designers to compile a unique book packed with illustrations derived from their feelings and interpretations of the global COVID-19 pandemic. QUARANTINE DESIGNS & PANDEMIC TIMES is filled with images, characters, lettering, messages, designs, and more for you to color, expand on, and have complete fun with! With original and custom outlines already set in place, this is a chance to let those creative juices flow and collaborate with some of your favorite artists in any way you choose.

COMPANY INQ wants to give you the gift of visual expression through the adventure this coloring book takes you on. We could all use a small distraction during these unique times and you do not need to be a skilled artist to gain the therapeutic relief that comes from creating art. Stimulate your mind, allow yourself to wander to a creative place and witness the time-related stresses we are all currently facing fade away. Remember, art is for everyone, including you!

ARTISTS:

ADAM FU - @adamfu
ADER - @robadernyc
AMUSE126 - @Amuse.126
ANDREW SOUTHERN - @andrewsouthern
ANT BEN - @antben_
CHARLES PIER - @charlespier.tattoo
CURLY - @curly_yia
CURVE - @thecurvezoid
DABS1 - @dabslyia
DARKS - @darksbtm
DR.DAX - @dr.dax
EARTH CRUSHER - @earth_crusher
ESTEBAN DELVALLE - @estebandelvalle112
FONTE - @fontesworld
FQ - @Fqart
GMTZ - @Lettergee
HASER - @hase.ohb
HORACIO.92 - @horacio.92_
JONNY WATSON - @jonny69watson
JOSH BOVENDER - @joshbovendertattoo
JUNK YARD - @junkywardla
KATO - @twerkforkato
KEAR - @kearstk
KATY - @katy_pawz
KRIS KANALY - @pyramidguy
LE PANTHER - @le.panther
LEFTY OUT THERE - @leftyoutthere
MATTHEW HOFFMAN - @heyitsmatthew
NICE-ONE - @groundspice
OPTIMIST @optimiststim
PAUL DETERS - @deters.tattoo
PLANTREES - @planetofthetreez
RAS - @One.rast
RENEMARBAN - @renemarban
REMIO - @rrremio
REVISE - @revisecmw
ROCK THE BARBER - @rockthebarber
RUMY - @it_says_rumy
SEBASTIEN WALKER - @Sebastienwalker
SEGE ONE - @sege.one
SEMER - @semorthemadone
SIR CHARLES & LA MIGHTY MOUSIE
SIRCHARLES_12 @una.michelada
SOMEC - @ratmilzkine
SOVIET - @theeesoviet
SPOK BRILLOR - @spokbrillor
STUK ONE - @Stuk.one
YACHT LIFE SOCIAL CLUB - @yachtlifesocialclub
YANOE - @Oh_yanoe
Health

ADAMFU LOVES YOU!
BRING A LOOKOUT
AND ALWAYS WEAR YOUR MASK!
WASH THOSE HANDS

QUARANTINE WITH YOUR PETS 😊
MBSK UP... KEEP CLEAN!

SOCIAl DISTANCING

© DABS1
© YIA.POP.
HASER HATES!
CAROLE BASKIN
Wash Your Hands
KEEP YOUR FUCKING DISTANCE
you are beautiful
STUEY

HOW I BE LOOKING OUT FOR THE HOMIES

24/7

TOP SHELF

Excellent

STANDARD: REGULAR
TOGETHER WE FLY